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etailers and manufacturers are ever less sure how
demand for even their core lines will develop, while the
'long tail' of products with slow or intermittent demand
grows inexorably.
There are many drivers for this. There is a proliferation
ofproducts and ofsources - customers are no longer tied to
whatever their local manufacturer or retailer chooses to offer ('Any
colour so long as it's black' is no longer a strategy: cars are built to
indMdual, highly customised, order). Many products have much
shorter life cycles than hitherto and many more are now
fashion choices rather than basic needs - it used to
be you joined a waiting list for a telephone: now it is
ffi
a disposable lifestyle accessory. Business customers a.i
are taking a more granular approach to
forecasting, and replenishing more often but in
smaller quantities, while increasingly
businesses are selling direct to end users in
small quantities rather than

rnanufacturing to bulk demand
from dealers.
Meanwhile both
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B2B and B2C
customers have ever
higher service
expectalions.

"Demand
Management is
where it all starts",
says Hank

Canitz,

product marketing director at Logility. "It provides the information
for all the rest of the planning - inventory deplol'rnent strategy,
manufacturing, purchasing, even manpower". But there are a lot of
challenges. Eric Carter, Solutions Architect at Indigo Software,
estimates that B0 per cent of companies get their forecasts unong
B0 per cent of the time.
Forecasting, says Canitz, is still mostlybased on historic sales
"but this is the wrong metric. Order history is better - when and
where the customer wanted it, not when you shipped and where
from. If you don't clean the historyup, things soon get misaligned".
Companies struggle with creating forecasts at the appropriate level
- shotrld it be at sku level, or at a higher aggregation. "It can be trial
and error to determine the best level to forecast at, and how to bring
the forecast dor,',n to customer level". Choosing the appropriate
forecasting algorithm is also problematic: lots of companies use
one method across all their skus and forecast: the model
may flt 60 per cent of the business but be suboptimal
for, say, slow moving lines, intermittent
demand, or seasonal peaks.
Everyproduct has

a

lifecycle, and forecasting
for a new product

introduction is very

differentfroman r>

!

end of cycle product. Then'events' including
promotions must be added.
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ERP systems such as SAP andOracle, and

BOGOF bother
Promotions deserve special notice. Your own
promotion should create higher demand, but you may
benefit also from a competitor's promotion lifting the
entire sector. "It is super-important", says Hans-Georg
Kaltenbrunner, vice president EMEA industry strategy
at JDA Software, "to factor in all the promotions" and
similar business intelligence. (He also points out that
comparable activity is becoming more important in
B2B, as manufacturers negotiate rebates with private

brands, or discounts for flexible scheduling).

AndrewBlatherwich chairman of Relet adds that

JJvo*
business

supplychain

management software such as JDA or Llamasoft have
in-built demand forecasting. Then there are specialist
forecasting tools - Forecast Pro, Autobox, GMDH Shell
etc. Lastly, there are open source packages now
emerging that will democratise demand forecasting
algorithms: recently, Facebook released an open source
algorithm called Prophet for forecasting time series
data'. Aggarwal adds that machine learning is now
widely used, and that Artificial Neural Networks are
beginning to make an impact.
Kaltenbrunner suggests that Cloud technology can
bring manufacturers and retailers together in a more
collaborative approach based on looking at the flow.
A flowcasting engine can be pre-populated with
planning logic and rules reflecting everyone's plans,
objectives and requirements. "You can add in, for
example, promotions, and feed the results to the sales
force. Everyone gains visibility of how orders would
flow through both ends ofthe supply chain and down
to shop level".

other externalities include "extreme weather which is
reputation is
beginning to drive more complexity, and even Brexit".
Technology may help. FuturMaster is woiking on new
controlled by
tools using machine learning and artificial
others. How do
intelligence for promotions forecasting. "Instead of
focusing on volumes, these tools should dictate what
you maintain
will be the most profitable products, for how long,
visibility across
and at what particular time of year", according to
Steep learning curve for ecommerce
FuturMaster's Stephanie Duvault-Alexandre.
thousands of
On-line retailers are particularly exposed to rapidly
Another feature of promotional demand noted by
changing flows and demand pattems, resulting, says
locations...?
Blatherwick is that, not infrequently, a promotion is
Andrew Blatherwic( in "piles of inventory", moving
planned without reference to the ability of individual
Gill Devine
around or gathering dust. An online division or brand
stores to accommodate it adequately, or without
rapidly becomes a silo, inefficiently holding duplicate
cannibalising other sales. This reinforces the message that demand
stock. Multiple stock holdings lead inexorably to the extremes of
management cannot just exist in high level aggregates.
markdowns and stock-outs. Demand should be reconciled through
Kaltenbrunner suggests the need for mu_ltiple flavours in the
the rules of the system. "Use the rules to run the business and change
forecast recipe: "Obviously, take a collaborative approach - ask the
priorities. If an end of rycle product is down to a weelCs stock, offer it
customer! Then you can use statistical forecasting and machine
online only by changing the rules, not by moving the boxes".
calculated algorithms for seasonality, newproduct impact on
Jonathan Bellwood is chief executive of Peoplevox, which
existing products, how much you can expect to steal from the
specialises in SaaS solutions for e-commerce, "One of the biggest
competition. Include historical data. And there will be manual
challenges for our clients is their very big sku base, typically
overrides by field sales and market intelligence teams. In theory
100,000+. The money is in the stock and they have a very long tail
these should all align towards a consensus figure that will drive
tying money up because they havent planned for demand, and
supply chain. But things can go
they dont knowwhat they should be buying".
Demand forecasting cannot be totally automated but it
Many companies forecast by looking at what has sold over a
important to know if and when human overrides are improving comparable period, or during a
things. Kaltenbrunner cites a white goods manufacturer's analysis similar event and stick their
- "in two thirds of cases input from field sales did not improve the finger in the air. "lVhat they
forecast, which would have been better if it had simply repeated
fail to consider is: how many
the previous month's figures!" Canitz agrees. "If you have a
days were the goods actually
tuned statistical forecast, 9 times out of 10 letting the sales
in stock? Perhaps they sold
l
kick it around will make it worse, Theywant to satisff customers l out in the first two days so
without a care for excess inventory, As a demand planner
didnt meet the demand that
have to understand that, and insist they only add information that was there. Theyneed to
is signiflcant".
know the rate of sales
Kaltenbrunner suggests using methods like
(hourly, daily, weekly) whenr>
- "focus on clusters where it matters; leave the rest to automation,
or even do nothing". Clusters, he says, are fairlywell understood, '
but not often applied in this context".
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Technology to the rescue
Technology can help to a point, says Canitz. It can select and test
for the right algorithm and forecast period. Filters can identiff
spikes in the history (of known or unknown causes) and adjust the
forecast. And they can flag the items with the highest forecast errors
in relation to profit or revenue (as Kaltenbrunner points out, the
questions are as much about managing revenue as managing
demand, and the two are inseparable). Systems can also model
demand for a new product by looking for previous products with
similar characteristics.Wth tens or even hundreds of thousands of
skus, this sort of analysis is impossible manually.
"There is a plethora of forecasting tools available", comments
Aggarwal, vice president Data Analytics at The Smart Cube.
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is the
wrong metric. Order
history is better
- when and where the
customer wanted it,
not when you
shipped...
Hank Canitz
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